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Some Important Data
 Poor research culture is leading to unhealthy competition, 

bullying, harassment and mental health issues
 78% think competition leads to unkind and aggressive behavior
 61% have witnessed bullying or harassment; 43% have experienced it 

themselves and only 37% feel comfortable speaking up
 53% have sought, or have wanted to seek, professional help for 

depression or anxiety
 There is a disconnect between researcher’s perception of 

their management skills and their abilities in practice
 only 48% of the managers who responded have received any training

 And everything is exacerbated by the times we live in…..

https://wellcome.ac.uk/reports/what-researchers-think-about-research-culture

https://wellcome.ac.uk/reports/what-researchers-think-about-research-culture


One Key Question

What am I doing, through my actions and 
inactions, to perpetuate cultures where 

incivility, bullying, harassment and 
discrimination can flourish?

Remember that inaction perpetuates the status quo!



Wellness Matters Because….

To Do Well We Have To Be Well

To Treat Others Well We Need To 
Be Well Ourselves



Lots of Elephants



How do we talk to trainees in ways that support 
resilience, wellness, a sense of belonging and a 

sense of safety so they can grow, learn and thrive 
as part of the biomedical research community?



Expanding Our Communication Skills
 Critical listening

 to evaluate, analyze and critically respond
 Empathic listening

 we seek to understand the speaker’s ideas, words, meaning 
and respond back in ways that help them feel validated and 
understood

 This feels a lot like learning a second language to me



Things I Try To Keep In Mind (I)
 Many problems can’t be solved; therefore the goal is to.. 

 kindly acknowledge what is happening 
 work together to mitigate concerns and address issues



Things I Try To Keep In Mind (II)
 Many problems can’t be solved; therefore the goal is to.. 
 “Whoever does the work, does the learning”; means..

 putting aside my tendency to tell them what to do
 letting them take indirect routes and make mistakes while being on the 

look-out for poor choices 



Things I Try To Keep In Mind (III)
 Many problems can’t be solved; therefore the goal is to.. 
 “Whoever does the work, does the learning”; means..
 There is a lot happening that I do not know about or fully 

understand; therefore the goal is to…..
 Slow the conversation down and allow silence (or time for crying, 

venting and other emotional responses)
 Pay attention to the “whole trainee” not just the “science trainee”
 Remember my biases and work to keep them out of the room



Things I Try To Keep In Mind (IV)
 Many problems can’t be solved but they can be 

acknowledged
 Whoever does the work, does the learning
 There is a lot happening that I do not know about or fully 

understand
 Trust builds over-time, is complicated by the power differential 

and is undermined whenever I behave poorly; therefore
 I need to be aware of my stress level and how it is impacting my 

communication and listening
 I pay a lot of attention to non-verbal and other cues I send



Things I Try To Keep In Mind (IV)
 Many problems can’t be solved but they can be 

acknowledged
 Whoever does the work, does the learning
 There is a lot happening that I do not know about or fully 

understand
 Trust builds over-time, is impacted by the power differential 

and is undermined whenever I behave poorly
 Science and progress in the program does not always need to 

be at the forefront (but eventually, it needs to be addressed)
 Pointing out that science is important and that they need to tough it 

out, is not a helpful strategy
 Ignoring the painful emotion and getting right back to work, is not a 

helpful strategy



Five Guiding Principles
 Many problems can’t be solved but they can be 

acknowledged
 Whoever does the work, does the learning
 There is a lot happening that I do not know about or fully 

understand
 Trust builds over-time, is impacted by the power differential 

and is undermined whenever I behave poorly
 Science and progress in the program does not always need 

to be at the forefront



Tips For Supportive Conversations
 Learn about/reflect on your go-to communication style(s) 

and how it may be received/perceived by others.
 Remember to:

 Listen activity
 Thank them for sharing
 Affirm their feelings
 Avoid making it about you (to a point)
 Ask curiosity and not judgement questions (what and how, not why)
 Find the successes (strength-based questions)
 Promote the use of resources
 Keep the focus on them and their experience
 Go slow and give space
 Be kind AND truthful AND avoid gratuitous positivity

Hacks for Effective Conversations on the CABTRAC site



Four Stages Of a Discussion
 Opening

 establish connection and trust
 Fact finding

 listen to understand (with both ears and eyes)
 ask non-judgmental questions (we do not need a lot of fact checking 

at the start)
 Resource sharing

 know basic information about your campus
 offer but do not force (unless clearly an emergency)

 Closing
 summarize action plan
 establish on-going availability or specific follow-up
 voice confidence



Something I Try To Remember

“Student success is the product of thousands of small 
gestures extended on a daily basis by caring, supportive 

educators sprinkled throughout the institution who enact a 
talent development philosophy” (George Kuh)

Micro-affirmations in Academic Advising: Small Acts, Big Impact: 
https://journals.psu.edu/mentor/article/view/61286/60919#:~:text=George%20Kuh%20remarked%2C%20%E2%80%9C
Student%20success,%E2%80%9D%20(Kuh%2C%202012).

https://journals.psu.edu/mentor/article/view/61286/60919:%7E:text=George%20Kuh%20remarked%2C%20%E2%80%9CStudent%20success,%E2%80%9D%20(Kuh%2C%202012)


1000s of successful micro-affirmations 
can be undone by microaggressions 
that are not acknowledged and dealt 

with appropriately



Key Concept
 Micro-aggressions: “Apparently small acts (words or 

actions) which convey an unwelcoming message to people 
who are perceived to be different. These are often 
unintentional but serve to highlight the difference and make 
the individual feel less welcomed.
 often tied to stereotypes, driven by [unconscious] biases, 

discomforts, or ignorance
 Can be words, actions, or inactions

Modified from https://ombud.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/micro-affirm-ineq.pdf



NIH Examples
 “slave driver”
 “crack the whip”
 “little lady”
 “get on the reservation”
 “You’re so articulate”
 “Congratulations on your 

gay marriage; who is the 
man in your marriage?’

 Are you a Chinese spy 
here to steal my best 
ideas?’”

 No, where are you really 
from?

 Women should think 
carefully before getting an 
MD/PhD; your kids will 
suffer.”

 ”hey, Autism boy”
 ”You’re too pretty to be 

hidden in a lab all day”
 “I don’t see color…”



Leading The Receiver (and 
Bystanders) To Feel

 uncomfortable
 hurt
 weak
 disrespected and belittle
 shamed
 not welcome
 unsafe



Dealing With Incivility and 
Microaggressions In Your Group

 Remember – intent does not supersede impact
 If you are the perpetrator

 Apologize – without rationalizing/justifying
 Make change moving forward

 If reported from others
 Listen first without questioning, justifying, or rationalizing
 Apologize – without rationalizing/justifying
 Jointly decide a path forward (if appropriate)

 If observed by you
 Appreciate the risk of not speaking up in the moment
 Appreciate the risk of speaking up in the moment -- speak up carefully

https://hbr.org/2020/07/when-and-how-to-respond-to-microaggressions

https://hbr.org/2020/07/when-and-how-to-respond-to-microaggressions


A Short-Cut That Helps Me (And That 
Trainees Love)

From the work Marshall Rosenberg and colleagues, Nonviolent 
Communication; www.cnvc.org

jackal; tear-down

giraffe; build-up



We Recently Added a Third Animal



OITE Resilience Series
 Six-part series

 An introduction to wellness and resilience (Sept)
 Understanding cognitive distortions and imposter fears (Oct)
 Emotional intelligence and emotion in the workplace (Nov)
 Self-advocacy and assertiveness for scientists (Dec)
 Developing feedback resilience (Jan)
 Maximizing mentoring relationships (Feb)

 Monthly webinars with follow-up small group 
discussions; open to trainees and staff everywhere

 Info at www.training.nih.gov
 Prior videos on the NIH OITE You Tube channel

http://www.training.nih.gov/


OITE Mental Health Series
Topic Date Time (ET)

Mental health and wellness through a cultural lens November 2, 2020 1:00-3:15 pm

Addictive behaviors December 1, 2020 12:00-2:15 pm
Wellness assessments and strategies for individuals 
and groups January 11, 2021 1:00-3:15 pm

Anxiety and anxiety disorders February 1, 2021 1:00-3:15 pm

Depression and depressive disorders March 1, 2021 1:00-3:15 pm

Executive function April 6, 2021 12:00-2:15 pm

Psychology of career decision-making May 3, 2021 1:00-3:15 pm

Trauma (individual and group) June 7, 2021 1:00-3:45 pm

Welcoming colleagues on the Autism Spectrum July 12, 2021 1:00-3:15 pm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0ktsXKJRZQ&list=PLxnpU66KqCch9kL_e1m0D93yclRQhIQLW
https://www.training.nih.gov/new_seminar_series_mental_health_and_well-being

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0ktsXKJRZQ&list=PLxnpU66KqCch9kL_e1m0D93yclRQhIQLW
https://www.training.nih.gov/new_seminar_series_mental_health_and_well-being


Prior NIH Workshops
 For NIH Pis: Building a resilient and inclusive research 

group (August 2020)

https://youtu.be/k2KbQKxW97g

 A summary of the NIH OITE wellness and resiience
program (July 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gnr3eue04L4&list=PLx
npU66KqCcjR1X6nQk3qX5CuUO6Rbh1L&index=2&t=9s

https://youtu.be/k2KbQKxW97g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gnr3eue04L4&list=PLxnpU66KqCcjR1X6nQk3qX5CuUO6Rbh1L&index=2&t=9s


You Tube Resources
www.youtube.com/channel/UCQQHo_QnuBxdfcsRy4INGGw

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQQHo_QnuBxdfcsRy4INGGw


Small Groups
 Each of the small groups is facilitated by a therapist in 

the DMV area
 Please turn on your camera and participate – whoever 

does the work, does the learning
 Stories and discussions are confidential (we are not 

taping)
 Mind your E – I manners
 Listen to learn -- without judgement -- and without giving 

advice
 Enjoy!
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